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they cover your eyes, mouth & nose.
they cover your face to stop the prospect of a respiratory droplet landing on your
face.
they make it much harder for you to touch your face.
they don't fog up glasses.
they don't hurt ears and nose bridges like masks.
they make it easier to communicate through them especially for those who are
hard of hearing or deaf.
they are reusable , durable and recyclable.

There is emerging evidence that face shields reduce the exposure to & emission of
respiratory droplets considerably.  In a 2014 Journal of Occupational and
Environmental Hygiene study, researchers at the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health placed a face shield on a breathing robot and had another robot 18
inches away “cough out” flu virus. The shield prevented the breathing robot from
inhaling 96 percent of the virus within five minutes. In additional tests, the shield’s
effectiveness varied based on the size of droplets expelled, but the overall indication
was that shields can protect their wearers from other people’s germs

Face shields offer the following benefits over face masks:
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face shields vs masks 



Bailey Protection Gear is a manufacturer & supplier of face shields and
part of the Bailey Print Group. We are proudly Australian. 

Bailey Print Group have been manufacturing & printing signage for government,
corporate & non- for-profit organisations for  over 32 years. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, and widespread supply shortages of PPE in Australia, the brand Bailey
Protection Gear was born to provide immediate supply of Australian made  TGA
approved, patent pending, high quality reusable full face protection shields. 

Shield Pro, our first face shield has been made available to Government health
departments, hospitals, aged care facilities, medical practices, health & beauty
practitioners as well as everyday Australian businesses. 

Our second design shield, Invershield, has been designed for customer service
personnel who are challenged in social distancing environments.

Our goal is to provide businesses with Australian made reusable personal protective
equipment face shields to ensure their safety during the COVID-19 pandemic now and
beyond by not having to rely on overseas supply chains. 

Our Brisbane based production house is well positioned to provide ongoing supply to
all large organisations and can manage national and international  logistics. 
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about bailey protection gear 
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Protection from splashes,
airborne germs, coughs &
sneezes
Discourages user from
touching face
Deaf & hard of hearing
community friendly
Works with headsets 

Optically clear 
Lightweight for long term wear
Adjustable velcro head band
Anti-fog & self ventilating 
Usable with glasses & loupes
with lightts  
Clean with alcohol wipes
Custom brand etching available

 

1mm clear PETG
400 x 360mm shield area
20mm stainless steel gromments
TGA approved 337358
Product code: BFG/IS2020
Patent Pending: 2020901915
Registered Design: 202013217
Made in Australia

BENEFITS SPECIFICATIONSDESIGN

easy breathing reusable
TGA approved invershield
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Protection from splashes,
airborne germs, coughs &
sneezes
Discourages user from touching
face
Deaf & hard of hearing
community friendly 
Works with headsets & phones
Easy breathing

Optically clear & lightweight
Adjustable head band
Anti-fog & self ventilating 
Usable with glasses & masks 
Clean with alcohol wipes or
sterlise at 40 degrees for multiple
use

 

1mm clear PETG
320 x 245mm shield area
20mm stainless steel gromments
TGA certification No. 334980
Certified to AS/NZS 1336:2014
Patent pending AU 2020901440
Registered design AU202012594
Product code: BFGFS/2020

                     

BENEFITS SPECIFICATIONSDESIGN

full face protection 
reusable TGA approved shield pro
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